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byFOUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF CHOICE

DISEMPOWERED LIFE EMPOWERED LIFE

HOW? CONFUSION,
"NO CHOICE"

FEAR MASTERY OF FEAR
Freedom from Constraint

BEING INFLUENCED, PROBLEMS,
CHALLENGES

MASTERY OF BEING INFLUENCED,
PROBLEMS, CHALLENGES
Fulfilment, Happiness

MASTERY OF CONFUSION
Fulfilment of Dreams, Clarity,
Direction, Purpose, CHOICE ABUNDANT

INNER CRITIC
MASTERY OF THE
INNER CRITIC
Limitless Possibilities

UNDER THE RADAR ABOVE THE RADAR

RECOGNITION, EVALUATION, SENSATION, REACTION
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Master of your fear, trauma, inner critic and confusion will lead
to the complete embodiment of your superpower of choice.
When you have master them you will experience a freedom,
peace, happiness, fulfilment and limitless possibilities. The
reason this will happen is because whatever had a hold on
you-controlled for years doesn’t have power of you anymore.

Whenever we are disempowered we are actually feeding a
past or future based projection. The meaning is added within a
millisecond of someone experiencing fear, trauma, their inner
critic or been stuck in the “HOW” or when they label their
experience as an issue, problem or challenge.

It is ALWAYS a past or future based projection. There are no
issues, problems, challenges in life-only the projections,
meanings and labels we give our experiences.

The inner does to exist except in the contact of the meaning
you add to what they voice states. When fear is present. you
are either feeding something in the future that has not occurred
yet or you are dragging in something from the past. When
suck in the HOW, you are living at the consequence of
projections. You unconsciousness is giving up responsibility.

What would your life experience BE and look like if you no
longer experienced being dramatic, serious or significant? To
live in an unapologetic empowered state is to un-collapse the
projections.

Four Guiding Principles
of Choice
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